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QEW Credit River Bridge



PROCESS ISSUES
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PROCESS ISSUES
- Public consultation since 2012; the best provincial consultation we’ve seen -- thorough and transparent

- TOPCA has participated in all sessions and workshops as one of several identified Stakeholders

- Sudden announcement of Demolition in letter October 25, 2019, a year after the finalized (rehabilitation) design presented

- Very little detail provided and supporting studies and reports not available prior to this stated preference

- Project website ( www.qewcreditriver.ca ) wiped of all previous consultations, materials (we have some photos of materials)

- Decision presented as fait accompli under the guise of public consultation (i.e. an EA box to retroactively check)

- Once destroyed, the bridge is gone forever, so it is important to get decision process right

- Bridge is a nexus of the major concerns of the City: transportation, environment and cultural heritage; was a WIN WIN WIN
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Display Board: MTO P.I.C. held November 7, 2019

Public first learned of this process on Nov. 7, 2019!



Display Board: MTO P.I.C. held November 7, 2019

Fait accompli?



HERITAGE ISSUES
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HERITAGE ISSUES
- With heritage designation comes care and responsibility; cultural legacy is at stake

- If heritage designation is so apparently meaningless and expendable, this has implications for 
anything “designated” under the Ontario Heritage Act

- Ironically, the Ministry responsible for the decision and possible approval to demolish the 
heritage bridge is recently re-named, per: 

The Ministry of Heritage, Sport, Tourism and Culture Industries (previously the Ministry of Tourism, Culture 
and Sport until October 2019) is responsible for the development of policies and programs and the operation 
of programs related to tourism, arts, cultural industries, heritage sectors and libraries, in Ontario. The 
Ministry works in partnership with its agencies, attractions, boards and commissions and the private sector to 
maximize the economic, cultural and social contributions of its agencies and attractions, while promoting the 
tourism industry and preserving Ontario's culture and heritage.

….Until now?
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Display Board: MTO P.I.C. held November 7, 2019

Everything crammed onto one board!



“Example of Interpretive Display – Eastern Austria” 
Excerpt from Display Board: MTO P.I.C. held November 7, 2019

We don’t want a monument to a ruin!



ECONOMIC ISSUES
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ECONOMIC ISSUES
- Perception of economic efficiency with demolition, but with 

new RFP still to be awarded, actual cost impacts unknown

- MTO is looking at heritage as a life cycle expense rather than a 
cultural asset of provincial merit governed by legislation

- Timing will be longer to replace the heritage bridge rather than 
rehabilitate it and put it back in service
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ENGINEERING ISSUES
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ENGINEERING ISSUES
- Bridge rehabilitation is still recognized as feasible and is an 

option in the RFP

- Rationale for demolition is an “alternative life cycle asset 
management” approach

- Concept of induced demand shows widening doesn’t work or 
pay back (but further widening still planned by MTO)
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
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ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES
- No mention of Credit Valley Conservation (CVC) on the display 

boards at the November 7th P.I.C. 

- Sparse details for ‘Impacts and Mitigation’

- Where are the underlying studies to support this extreme 
change in approach?
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
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ACTIVE TRANSPORTATION
- Concern for future Active Transportation links, vital to City’s 

network – downplayed at November 7th P.I.C.

- No indication of how the East-West AT link over the Credit 
River will meet universal design criteria previously finalized 

- Previous design, using existing passageway under the heritage 
bridge, was considered an exceptional tourism asset 
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Display Board: MTO Workshop held December 11, 2017  *removed from MTO website but retained by TOPCA*  



CONCLUSIONS
- Consent for demolition MUST NOT not be given by Minister

- Decision requires full, public evaluation of all considerations

- Support of the City very helpful to citizens; united in advocacy

- Mississauga MPPs need to be champions – election in 2.5 years

- This is a political decision, NOT YET TAKEN



CALL TO ACTION
- TOPCA Social Media campaign started 36 hours ago: 

1000’s engaged on our Facebook, Twitter and website

- With City’s stated support for Saving the Heritage Bridge 
we can lever all platforms and available media

- TOPCA is just one Stakeholder but THE BRIDGE is at our 
doorstep, so we will passionately engage on this issue

34 hours in…
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MTO’s NEXT STEPS

Addendum at posting:



TOPCA FACEBOOK COMMENTS
“What an utter shame it would be to destroy this beautiful 
structure, a heritage landmark, and a significant water-linked 
site in a port community.”

“I don’t think that they should destroy it when it 
was deemed a heritage structure and had 
approvals and hearings about it being safe.”

“Demolishing it and building new will destroy 
the river system and at minimum 5 plus years 
of salmon migration.”

“Who does the MTO report to?  How do 
we go after that person?”

“People drive over it, they probably are seeing this 
view for the first time.  If you think they are going to 
save it for weekend hikers forget about it.”

“The bridge is past its best before date and will 
be costly to maintain and will limit the 
Province's ability to meet future highway 
needs.  And I'm dubious that when one is stuck 
on top of the bridge, that one is marveling that 
at least one is stuck on a gorgeous bridge.”

“I agree that the Heritage designation and the 
beauty of the bridge design should be honoured and 
saved... But I am also a realist and there is no way 
that the bridges can be expanded … without totally 
hiding this majestic beauty!  What to do?”

“Keep the heritage bridge. Maintain meaning in 
our community in the midst of all this 
development.  It matters to many constituents.”


